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1 Document Background
This document has been produced to provide methodology detail regarding the Flood Hazard
Modelling/Mapping for Belize under the CHaRIM project.

2 Flood Hazard Types
Belize is exposed to the three major types of flood hazard: river flooding (fluvial), surface water
flooding from extreme rainfall (pluvial), and coastal flooding from storm surges.

2.1 Fluvial (river overtopping)
This relates to prolonged rainfall across catchments and extremes often associated with hurricane or
tropical storms. For example, higher rainfall and steep slopes at the headwaters in the Maya
mountains, leads to very rapid flood wave build and travel times, e.g. Macal River. When these flood
waves arrive in the lower reaches of the river, where the terrain is very flat, bank overtopping occurs,
leading to long duration ponded water flooding. These are essentially two very different flood
mechanisms from the same flood but modified by local topographical context.

2.2 Pluvial (intense rainfall)
The tropical context leads to very high intensity, short duration rainfall events which results in rapid
saturation, overland flow and localised ponding.

2.3 Coastal (storm surge)
This is associated with tropical storms and hurricane low pressure systems arriving at the coast. This
leads to a 1-5 m water surge travelling inland, centred on the depression. The local tide range is small
and timing with tide peaks is not an issue.

2.4 Addressing the Flood Hazards in Belize
For fluvial hazard (river overtopping), we will use a national scale 1D/2D model approach based on
the best available data. Return period flows for each river and reach are derived from regional flood
frequency analysis.
For pluvial hazard, we will use a rain on 2D grid approach with extreme rainfall inputs derived from
regional intensity duration frequency curves (IDF) analysis.
For the coastal hazard, we will identify expected storm surge peaks and their spatial range along the
coast from existing coastal modelling reports. We will derive the dynamics of the event from pressure
measurements made of hurricane landfalls at Belize City. This will allow us to provide a spatially
varying water boundary as a boundary condition to the 2D model domain to simulate landfall of the
storm surge.
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3 Methodology Objectives
A national scale flood hazard map is required to provide a large scale overview of flood risk across the
entire country following a consistent methodology. Resolution must be good enough to enable the
hazard map to be relevant to planners at a national, district and city scale in Belize (see Section 8.4 for
more discussion on scale of application).
The aims are to:
1. Identify the highest quality datasets available for Belize.
2. Use local knowledge and data to improve datasets where possible.
3. Employ state of the art modelling methods that can utilise high quality local data (where
available) whilst being robust to poor quality data and/or data scarcity.
4. Create a ~100 m resolution national scale flood hazard map that incorporates the three dominant
sources of flood risk.

4 Process Overview
A simplified overview of the method is provided in Figure 1. From this, it can be seen that there are
four overall processes involved. The first two steps involve building the model geometry and
generating the model inputs. The model inputs define the quantity of water in the model at a
particular time and the model moves this water in/through the model geometry provided to simulate
channel and overland flow. The hydrodynamic model is the actual software used to simulate the flow
physics required for realistic hydrodynamics (movement of water). The final validation step is an
important part of the process used to test the model results, both to check for mistakes and to
understand the scale of error that is inherent in all model results.

Figure 1 - Overview process diagram of National Flood Hazard Assessment for Belize
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5 General Data Requirements
5.1 Digital Elevation Model (DEM) [Model Geometry]
The DEM should be bare earth and needs to have the same resolution as the final hazard map (~100m).
Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) has been identified as the best basic DEM for Belize. The
ASTER DEM, while in theory is at a higher resolution (~30m), has been found to contain significantly
more noise error, resulting in worse results when used for hydrodynamics modelling.

5.2 DEM correction data [Model Geometry]
Spatial urbanisation data (such as satellite luminosity data) and vegetation data (MODIS Vegetation
Continuous Field (VCF)) are required to assess reduction of vegetation and urban biases in SRTM.
These allow artefacts in the DEM due to vegetation and buildings to be removed, correcting the DEM
to a bare earth DEM required for flow simulation.

5.3 River network [Model Geometry]
River network, upstream accumulating area, and geometry are all required for the modelling. The river
network and upstream accumulating areas can be estimated in an automated fashion from the SRTM
DEM (e.g. Hydrosheds), with subsequent manual validation and correction where necessary. It is also
necessary to measure (or estimate) channel geometry (i.e. width and depth).

5.4 Flood defence standards [Model Geometry]
Knowledge of river defence standards can be incorporated into the model.

5.5 Discharge data [Model Inputs]
In order to construct design hydrographs for return period flood events on large rivers (e.g. the ‘1-in100 year event’), local flow records are an advantage. Where reliable local discharge records do not
exist, a regionalised flood frequency analysis (RFFA) is required to estimate appropriate discharges.

5.6 Rainfall data [Model Inputs]
As flooding along minor channels and away from floodplains is usually driven by intense local
upstream rainfall, local rainfall records should be used to estimate intensity-duration-frequency (IDF)
curves for the region. If local rainfall data is not available, regionalised IDF curves can be used.

5.7 Storm surge data [Model Inputs]
A coastal flood model requires a full coastal water level boundary condition in order to simulate the
arrival and propagation of a storm surge over the coastal land area. Local tide buoy records of water
level changes during historical storm surges (if available) allow an understanding of the magnitude
and duration of storm surges that might be experienced at those locations on the coast. To understand
how the storm surge hazard varies along the coast (i.e. not just at a single tide buoy), it is common to
use the water levels derived from a different kind of computer model. These ocean models use sea
floor bathymetry and storm conditions to model the movement of surge and waves towards the coast
and then the land flood model will use these water levels as input to model how this surge floods the
coastal land. We use the water levels reported in the Atlas of Probable Storm Effects (CDMP) by the
Caribbean Disaster Mitigation Project (CDMP) as water level inputs to our coastal land flood model.
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6 Analysis steps
The National Flood Hazard Layer for Belize has been generated using a state-of-the-art Global Flood
Hazard framework, improved with local data where such data is available. A detailed breakdown of
its application in Belize is shown in Figure 2 and explained in the subsections below. The full framework
contains many modules and sub-modules, and the full structure is shown graphically in Figure 3 for
completeness, although Figure 2 should be sufficient for understanding its application to Belize. This
particular framework is one of a number of new global flood models that attempt to apply standard
methodologies using global datasets (Ward et al., 2015) and allow assessment of risk at a global and
national scale without using a more expensive and time consuming engineering modelling approach.
The SSBN model has the highest resolution of these new models and is deemed one of the most
suitable given the scale of the country’s rivers.

Figure 2 - Detailed process diagram of National Flood Hazard Assessment for Belize
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Figure 3 - Full process diagram of SSBN Global Flood Hazard Modelling methodology
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6.1 Step 1a - Terrain Pre-Processor







The relevant 3 arc second SRTM terrain tiles are extracted and joined to create a continuous
DEM of the entire country.
Urban areas are identified using satellite night time luminosity data (Elvidge et. al., 2012).
Depending on the degree of urbanisation, a filter of varying strength is applied to the SRTM
data to remove local high points (which represent building roofs) and reconstruct the surface
by interpolating between the remaining lower points.
Vegetation bias is reduced using an algorithm based on MODIS VCF.
A feature-preserving smoothing algorithm is applied to the entire DEM to reduce the noise
inherent to SRTM data (Gallant, 2011).

6.2 Step 1b - Channel Pre-Processor








It is critical to explicitly model river channels within flood models as most water is conveyed
across the land surface within them; their omission leads to severe over-estimation of flood
hazard.
The channel network is generated using GIS-based hydrological analysis tools; the basic
network used here was created as part of the Hydrosheds project (Lehner et. al., 2008). The
Belize network has been validated manually, with corrections made where necessary.
Simple models of river width can be built by surveying, using aerial and satellite photography
and constructing a database of sample points along the river network that relate upstream
accumulating area to river width; sample measurements on smaller rivers are taken in unforested areas to ensure line of sight is not obscured by vegetation cover. A total of 200
measurements were made from satellite imagery using the measure distance tool within
Google Maps. A spline model is then fitted to the data that allows river width to be estimated
at any point based on the relationship between width and the upstream accumulating area.
The spline model is used to assign widths to all channel cells within the model.
River depth can be estimated using the Manning’s equation given that bankfull discharge can
be estimated using the RFFA. Width can be estimated using the width model and slope can be
calculated using the DEM. Cross sections are assumed to be rectangular as no surveyed cross
section data is available.

6.3 Step 2a - Regional Flood Frequency Analysis








The RFFA (Smith et. al., 2014) has been developed to enable return period discharges to be
estimated anywhere on Earth based only on Köppen–Geiger climate classification, upstream
area and upstream annual rainfall. By making an assumption of bankfull return period
(typically ~ 1 in 2 years), it is possible also to estimate bankfull discharge using the RFFA.
Flows estimated via the RFFA approach have been validated by comparing with observed
flows for the Belize stations for which flows were judged to be reliable. Not all stations were
used in this process, as some of the data were clearly erroneous at higher flows.
Validation involved comparing estimates of the Mean Annual Flood and the Q100 (100 year
recurrence interval) event. The Mean Annual Flood is defined as the mean of the annual
maxima flow rates for a given station and can be assumed to be the bankfull flood defined in
the RFFA. More broadly, flood frequency curves estimated from observations and from the
RFFA method were compared.
The RFFA operates for channels with an upstream area of >~40 km2. For channels below this
size, intense rainfall is simulated within the hydraulic model. The rainfall intensity for an event
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of given duration and return period is estimated using IDF curves generated from local rainfall
data if available, else using regional IDF curves.

6.4 Step 2b - Boundary Condition Pre-Processor







Simple hydrographs are generated based on the rational method, where time to
concentration is used to estimate the period of rising and recession limbs. The time to
concentration is estimated by using Manning’s equation to calculate velocities along the
length of the river network to the furthest point. The peak discharge is taken from the RFFA.
River network is decomposed (split) into reaches, with each reach having its own hydrograph
simulated. If tributaries are present along a reach, inflow discharge is distributed amongst the
tributaries and main-river according to their relative upstream accumulating areas. Flow
convergence (or divergence) in junctions cells is handled automatically by the model.
Reach decomposition is dependent on change in bankfull discharge: the maximum difference
in bankfull discharge between boundary condition points along a river is 5%.
Downstream boundary conditions are set to sea level if terminating in the ocean.

6.5 Coastal Storm Surge Analysis (specialised Step 2b)
The coastal storm surge analysis is effectively a specialised version of (Step 2b) Boundary Condition
Pre-Processor. Here we need to define the water levels experienced at the coast, allowing the model
to simulate what would happen as this surge spreads over the coastal topography.

6.5.1 Storm surge amplitude
The Caribbean Disaster Mitigation Project (CDMP) created the Atlas of Probable Storm Effects in the
Caribbean Sea. In brief, this used the conditions of 973 tropical cyclones in the region to force a
numerical ocean storm surge model. It provides estimates of storm-tide elevations accounting for tide,
pressure, wind and wave influences upon the ocean (but not run-up) over a 1 km resolution grid. From
the ensemble of simulations, return period water levels were calculated (10, 25, 50, 100 year) for each
cell in the domain. Interpolation between points enables representation of spatial variability in surge
characteristics along the coastline (Figure 4). The storm surges for the standard five hurricane
categories (1-5) were also calculated in the report and these were used to provide the amplitude of
five different storm surge simulations used in the Belize national flood mapping modelling.
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Figure 4 – Spatial variation of 100 year surge along Belize coastline from Atlas of Probable Storm Effects (CDMP)

6.5.2 Storm surge time series
Due to a lack of tide gauge data, past data can be used to infer a relationship between atmospherics
and surge. For instance, Figure 5 shows the water level and pressure time series at 2 gauges along the
coast of the USA during hurricane Rita in 2005. This infers that we can at least make an approximation
of the time series of extreme surge events based on historical pressure charts where we have no water
level data.

Figure 5 - Water level and pressure at 2 gauges along the coast of the USA during hurricane Rita in 2005

Pressure records at Belize during hurricane Hattie will be used as a first approximation of extreme
event time-series. This event could be characterised by a triangular function in which a linear
interpolation is used from the peak (100% of the surge peak magnitude) to 0% at approximately 6
hours either side, derived from pressure records for hurricane Hattie at Belize City in 1961 (Figure 6).
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Figure 6 - Pressure records for hurricane Hattie at Belize City in 1961

6.6 Step 3 - Hydraulic Model









The models are executed using a full 2D hydraulic model based on a simplified momentumpreserving variant of the shallow water equations (Bates et. al., 2010).
The model explicitly models channels using a subgrid scheme (Neal et. al., 2012) that
decouples the channel geometry from the model grid, allowing channels of all sizes to be
represented. Essentially, it is similar to a 1d river channel (with correct flow area) embedded
within a 2d overland flow domain.
A surface water routing scheme is incorporated into the model to handle situations where the
assumptions underlying the shallow water equations are violated. This usually applies to
areas of very steep or discontinuous terrain. The routing scheme moves water downslope at
a velocity that is dependent on slope gradient; the velocity-gradient relationships were
developed from empirical studies of surface water flow velocities (Sampson et. al., 2013).
Large rivers are modelled at 30 arc second resolution (~1km), as a coarser grid produces a
more stable simulation of water surface elevation on large flood plains when using noisy
digital elevation data (DEM) like that from the shuttle radar topography mission (SRTM). This
is because when the DEM is resampled (averaging), it reduces the noise present by providing
more accurate mean water elevations over the cell. This resampling does reduce some of the
detail in the topography, but this is ameliorated by re-projecting the more accurate water
surface onto the original 3 arc second (~90 m) DEM for the final output.
Small rivers and pluvial simulations are simulated at 3 arc second (~90m) resolution as the
higher resolution is necessary to resolve the small scale topographical features that constrain
the flow of smaller channels.

6.7 Step 4a - Post Processor





30 arc second simulations of large rivers are re-projected onto the 3 arc second DEM by
interpolating between water elevations at the centre of each 30 arc second cell to create a
smooth 2D surface of water elevations at 3 arc second resolution.
Simulations of individual reaches are combined to create a continuous flood hazard map.
Fluvial / pluvial / coastal simulations can also be merged to create composite flood hazard
maps if required.
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6.8 Step 4b - Model Validation
The validation of a flood hazard map is challenging, as such a map does not attempt to describe any
single real event, but instead attempts to describe the areas affected by all events of a certain
probability and magnitude.
However, we can test the following:
1. The underlying methods are sound and robust.
2. Generalisations and regional values with local information, where available.
3. Compare results with other studies and event data sets.

6.8.1 Assumptions to test with Validation
The following assumptions will be tested explicitly during the validation:
1. SRTM with correction realistically represents actual topography.
 Raw random noise error ~5-6 m, resampled to a 1km resolution is ~0.5 m.
 Vegetation/urban bias. Assume this can be corrected for (i.e. removable).
2. Regional flow method provides reasonable estimates for ungauged catchments locally.
3. Regional rainfall depth duration relationship is appropriate locally.
4. Hydrosheds drainage network represents actual river network.

6.8.2 Validate river network against national network data
The national river network vector data set provided by the Belize Government will be used to check
the model river network derived from SRTM topography.

6.8.3 Quality of SRTM corrected DEM
LIDAR (1 m resolution) topography has been obtained from the University of Florida for a 1,200 km2
region of Western Belize. This is used to assess whether vegetation bias in SRTM has been usefully
reduced by the use of vegetation-type correction factors based on a MODIS VCF data. It is also used
to test the effects of the urban area correction applied, to see if it improves the DEM.

6.8.4 Validation of river flows and rainfall
Data was collected from the Belize Government for all available river and met gauging stations. This
will be processed to extract rare high magnitude events for extreme value analysis (Figure 7). The
results of this local data analysis will be compared directly to the regional values used in the model at
the station locations.
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Figure 7 - River flow data processing and annual maxima analysis

6.8.5 Comparison to existing flood hazard information
An important part of the validation process is to compare the results of the national flood hazard map
(NFHM) to existing data that is available to the Belize Government. This is not just a numerical
comparison exercise, but also serves as an important part of the credibility acceptance of the output
by the users of the hazard information within the Belize Government. Therefore we produced draft
model output for the Belize Government personnel to comment on and feedback initial thoughts and
ideas for the validation phase. This draft output also serves the purpose of preparing the users for the
final output and begins the process of thinking about how best to integrate the new hazard
information in their work. There are also three primary existing datasets that are available for
comparison to the draft NFHM: An observed flood extent from October 2008 (Landsat, Meerman),
Kings et al., 1992 – Geomorphological assessment, NEMO DANA reports. These data sets are kindly
provided by the Belize Government via their geonode webserver (http://geoserver.bnsdi.gov.bz/).
While the existing datasets are not the same as a return period based nationwide hydrodynamic
model output, they can still provide valuable information as to what might be expected and where.
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7 Results and Validation
7.1 Drafts of fluvial results for feedback
Draft fluvial NFHM results in map form were produced for inspection and feedback and were provided
to the Belize Government and World Bank at the St Vincent Workshop (September 2014) and
discussed at the Workshop/Training at ITC (February-March 2015). These were provided in PDF map
format as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8 – Draft Fluvial (no pluvial or coastal) National Flood Hazard results for Belize.
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7.2 Final fluvial, pluvial and coastal results
Final results for the fluvial, pluvial and coastal modelling were produced in March 2015. All three
hazard types are produced as separate results, examples are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10.

Figure 9 – Final fluvial and pluvial results for Belize NFHM. Note, only 3 return periods out of 10 shown for clarity.
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Figure 10 – Final coastal flood results for Belize NFHM. Note, only 3 out of 5 categories shown for clarity.
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7.3 Possible application to National flood hazard categories
In addition to the standard probability based (return period) results, it is also possible to use a category
based hazard map. This simplifies the use of the full hazard dataset and allows inclusion of a flood
intensity measure with the range of flood probabilities in one category (usually low, medium and high).
The measure of flood intensity is usually depth, but can include flow velocity, if the model output can
provide these accurately. In general they assign a risk hazard category based on a matrix of likelihood
(inverse of return period) and impact/severity (depth or velocity or combination of both). Figure 11
shows this in a simple form, where the more likely an event is, the higher the category and the more
severe the impact, the higher the category. The actual categories are determined by the needs of the
users and the output data provided from the CHARIM modelling could be used for this purpose.

Figure 11 – Example hazard categories concept (https://floodforecastingservice.net/2013/08/05/recent-flood-impacts-andforecasts-how-well-did-we-do/).
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7.4 Validation of global model framework
7.4.1 Model Hydraulics and data scarce regions
The University of Bristol Hydrology Group has produced many research papers since Bates et al.,
2001, detailing and validating the underlying hydrodynamic model physics. This hydrodynamic
approach has been used in the UK national assessment, incorporated in JFLOW by JBA consultants.
There are also extensive published model validations, including the UK Environment Agency
benchmark testing against commercial full shallow water models, undertaken in August 20131. A
core science research focus of the Hydrology Group at Bristol over the last 5 years is the application
of these hydrodynamic methods using globally available datasets in data scarce regions.
SSBN have developed the modelling framework to apply this approach in a practical and rapid manner
to anywhere globally by semi-automatically building the model structure. They have also developed
the regional approaches to allow flows and rainfalls to be estimated anywhere, for any catchment
(Smith et al., 2015), and added the pluvial overland flow components (Sampson et al., 2013).

7.4.2 Global model framework
SSBN are in the process of publishing a global validation of their approach against National Flood
Hazard Maps developed with LiDAR DEMs with surveyed bathymetry and full engineering modelling
frameworks. This comparison explicitly compares the global approach with UK and Canada flood
hazard maps (Sampson et al., 2015).
The global model is shown to capture 60 to 75% of the area determined to be at risk in the benchmark
data without generating excessive false positive predictions. When aggregated to ~1 km, mean
absolute error in flooded fraction falls to ~5%. Comparison plots for the Severn and Thames
catchments in the UK are shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13.

Figure 12 – Test of Global model against UK NFHM, Severn catchment

1

http://evidence.environmentagency.gov.uk/FCERM/Libraries/FCERM_Project_Documents/SC120002_Benchmarking_2D_hydraulic_models_Report.sflb.ashx
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Figure 13 – Test of Global model against UK NFHM, Thames catchment

7.5 River Network Validation
The Hydrosheds dataset (Lehner et al., 2008) provided the basic river network for the Belize flood
model, but as the data is derived from space-borne radar (SRTM), it is particularly susceptible to errors
in dense tropical forest. The Hydrosheds network was therefore manually validated against both the
national river data (vector format) and satellite imagery using GIS, and corrections were made where
necessary. The network was generally accurate; the most significant error was the connection of the
upper half of the Monkey River catchment to Deep River (the next river to the south). This was
corrected, using the national vector dataset to guide channel location in the forested area.

7.6 SRTM DEM Correction for Vegetation and Urban Areas – validation with LiDAR
SRTM is not a bare earth DEM. Where there is vegetation, the radar does not fully penetrate (see
Figure 14). This means that without extra processing, the SRTM elevations include some of the
vegetation height (~50%). We normally process SRTM to remove the vegetation height by removing
50% of the vegetation height as presented in the Simards global vegetation height dataset (Simard et
al., 2011) after the method developed by Baugh et al. (2013). However, one of the limitations of this
approach is the fact that the actual penetration of the vegetation canopy by the SRTM Radar depends
upon the canopy density. Recently Dr O’Loughlin at the University of Bristol has been pioneering a
new approach, which includes a vegetation density dataset (DiMiceli et al., 2011) to provide this
missing information. This allows us to assign a penetration factor (rather than the blanket 50%)
derived from the relationship between vegetation density (VCF) and measurements from NASA’s Ice,
Cloud, and land Elevation Satellite (ICESat).
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Figure 14 – Different remote sensing methods of deriving topography data and issues with partial vegetation penetration
(Ni et al., 2014)

We have applied this method in Belize and validated it against the LiDAR data that we have for part
of the country, (see Figure 15 for visual comparison). The results of an analytical comparison are very
encouraging, showing a significant reduction in the vegetation bias in all areas. Results are shown in
Table 1 and Figure 16.

Figure 15 – LiDAR and SRTM data, visual comparison

Note that the vegetation correction does not remove the errors that SRTM suffers in steep sloped
areas, seen in the residual red and blue in the mountainous areas (opposite sides of the valleys) in the
vegetation corrected SRTM comparison in Figure 16. However, as most of the floodplains are not in
these steep terrain sloped areas, these residual errors are not important to the national flood hazard
map. The conclusion is that the vegetation correction method employed for Belize significantly
improves the resulting bare earth DEM used for the hydrodynamic modelling.
The LiDAR extent also covers four towns near the Belize River; San Ignacio, Santa Elana, Esperanza,
and Bullet Tree Falls. We have included a separate DEM error analysis for the urban areas of these
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towns, also shown in Table 1. This demonstrates that the urban area correction we apply also
significantly improves the quality of the SRTM DEM.
Table 1 - Validation statistics for comparison of SRTM with LiDAR data

Comparison statistics
(units metres)
Raw DEM RMSE
Corrected DEM RMSE
RAW DEM bias
Corrected DEM bias

All
elevations
20.64
12.64
15.80
-0.10

Elevations
<100 m
12.22
6.87
9.87
1.16

Urban areas
10.09
6.05
8.58
3.12

Figure 16 – Comparison of raw SRTM DEM to LiDAR for Western Belize, with three cross-sections through Belize River valley
comparing different DEMs. From Sampson et al. (2016).

Errors in the SRTM DEM will have a proportionally larger effect in flatter terrain (Figure 17) when
used in a flood model. This is because these errors will effectively create walls, or pits to block or
redirect flow. This prevents flooding in some areas where it should occur or increase flooding in
other areas. While the resolution of the SRTM data is ~90m, the vegetation data is limited to 250m.
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This can cause problems with the vegetation correction method and means vegetation strips that
are thinner than the 250m resolution can be “missed” and the vegetation error remains in the DEM.
This is illustrated by the thin (~100m) strips of mangrove along the Belize coast and their effect on
the flood model results (Figure 18 and Figure 19).

Figure 17 – Topography of Belize illustrating flat and steep areas

Figure 18 – Coastal flood model results showing effect of thin strip of mangrove vegetation remaining in the SRTM DEM
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The correction of urban area errors in the DEM is also limited by the lack of building height data
available. In some of the denser urban areas such as Belize City, the residual error in the DEM, due
to buildings, is in the order of 1m and results in an underestimation of flooding in Belize City (Figure
19), even in areas which are well documented as being prone to flooding.
Even with these few vegetation and urban errors remaining in the DEM, the effect of un-corrected
DEM on the flood modelling is much more pronounced as shown by the blue and red flood areas in
Figure 19. These are from the same hurricane category 5 storm surge flood results modelled with
the uncorrected and corrected DEM. There is minimal coastal flooding when the uncorrected
vegetation DEM is used for the modelling, which is directly refuted by observations of flooding along
the coast during hurricanes (e.g. October 2008). This illustrates the value of the vegetation removal
process we use for this modelling work, but also demonstrates that the removal of errors is not
perfect and the outputs should be used with caution. The only way to improve these matters for
future modelling will be to derive a new, better resolution, lower error, DEM.

Figure 19 – Coastal flood model results (category 5 hurricane) using uncorrected DEM and corrected DEM, yellow circles
show thin mangrove strips along coast and purple circle is Belize City urban area with residual errors from urban areas.
From Sampson et al. (2016)
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7.7 Assessment of local flow data availability and quality
The regional flood frequency analysis (RFFA) applied by the modelling framework is validated against
the discharge data available in Belize. Data was collected from the Belize Government for all available
river gauging stations. There were approximately 50 stations with some kind of data
(levels/flows/rainfall) from hydro services. Of these only 13 stations had flow data available (Figure
20). These data were pre-processed to produce time series data for the extraction of Annual Maxima
Series. Extreme value analysis is then undertaken with the extracted Annual Maxima for each station
to generate flood growth curves.
Conclusions








There are insufficient flow data (number of years or spatial extent) to be used for direct input to
national flood hazard assessment.
For some of the gauges in smaller catchments, the once daily recording interval may “miss” the
true peak flows resulting in an underestimation of extreme flows.
There are some issues with a number of stations with the extreme end of the stage discharge
relationship, e.g. overestimates due to influence of bridges and possible underestimates due to
bypass flows.
The data we do have is still useful to ensure the regional curves applied across national scale make
sense, by direct comparison of model flows with the gauged data, where observed extreme flows
have some validity.
We would recommend a full river gauging station review for extreme flow measurements. The
current setup appears to be focused on mean water resources measurement purposes rather than
extreme flow recording.
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Figure 20 - River Gauging stations for Belize and with level and flow data
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Our conclusions are based on experienced analysis of flow records, and an understanding of the
common problems in measuring extreme high flows at gauging stations. Our findings are further
corroborated by the report “Hydroelectric Potential Assessment” undertaken for Belize Electric
Company Ltd. (EWE Doc No. 300840.01), March 2006 (available online2). This report summarises
findings of Canadian International Power Services Inc. (CIPS):
The first systematic implementation of stream gauging stations goes back to 1968 with the initiative of S.H.
Walker from the British U.K. Directorate of Overseas Survey. After being abandoned in 1971, a new systematic
implementation of 17 stations occurred in 1980 under the initiative of the National Meteorological Service, but
the 1988 hydrologic data review by CIPS has stressed the poor quality of the measurement data bank.
CIPS carried out a comprehensive hydrological review, including field work, data appraisal and statistical analysis,
for assessing the hydropower output of potential hydroelectric developments and determining spillway
capacities. They systematically inspected the following stream gauging stations but determined that of the 17
gauges set up in 1980 only nine were still in use in 1988.
The main finding of the CIPS study was that the hydrological data needed to derive the flow duration curves for
the identified power station sites were not available, and in addition that:
• Gauge locations were often not appropriate (San Ignacio gauge is influenced by backwater from the Mopan
River).
• Cross-sections were unstable (e.g. Cristo Rey) or influenced by flow obstacles such as bridge piers, culverts,
clogging by floating vegetation (e.g. Rio On, Big Falls, Aguacate Creek).
• Staff gauges were tilting, damaged (Blue Creek), lacked bench marks (Blue Creek, Moho River), and thus were
giving incorrect readings.
• It was not possible to determine whether rating curves were accurate (certainly that at Big Falls was not, but
probably so also many others).
• Readings of some gauges needed to be systematically corrected (Big Falls).
CIPS reviewed the available station records with the following findings:
• Only Double Run and Freetown had more or less complete records for the seven year period 1981 – 1988; all
others had large gaps in records.
• Stage discharge curves were not representative.

Many of these issues could be resolved with a systematic up-to-date hydromet review of the gauging
stations and historical records, with appropriate investment in new equipment and long term data
collection support. The staff in Belize tasked with collecting hydromet data over the years should be
commended for their dedicated, and continued collection of data despite the difficulties faced,
resulting in useful data for this project. It should also be noted here that accurate measurement of
extreme high flows is challenging and dangerous and is a common problem in many countries.

7.8 Validation of Regional Flood Frequency Analysis against local flow data
7.8.1 Validation of RFFA
The Regional flood frequency analysis (RFFA) applied by the modelling framework is validated against
the discharge data available in Belize. The RFFA is a flood frequency analysis applied to a global
dataset; the full RFFA methodology is described by Smith et al., (2014). The validation procedure here
compares the flood frequency (FF) relationships defined by the observed data against the FF
relationships defined by the RFFA. In addition to the comparison of FF relationships, the observed data

2

http://appext.sica.int/eepbiWEB/files/1204908144459.pdf
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is also analysed to assess its accuracy. This is undertaken by firstly using expert knowledge to assess
whether the recorded extreme flows are realistic, given the specific catchment characteristics. A cross
station comparison is also undertaken, using stations within the same catchments to draw conclusions
as to the accuracy of the observations. For the stations judged to contain reliable discharge data, a
comparison of the observed and simulated FF relationships is then undertaken. This comprised a
comparison of the mean annual flood (MAF), FF distribution and the Q100 event (100 year event).
Conclusions are then drawn as to the suitability of using the RFFA to generate flows for the
hydrodynamic model of Belize. In total there were 13 gauging stations available with flow records for
Belize. The following work documents the validation carried out for each station, along with a
comparison between observed and estimated FF, and an interpretation of the reliability of the
observed data.
Note: In line with the method applied by the RFFA (Smith et al., 2014), observed FF was estimated by
fitting a Generalized Extreme Value distribution to the observed annual maxima data for each station.

7.8.2 Summary of Findings
The RFFA in comparison to the observed FF produces widely varying results across the different
stations. Table 2 presents summary data for each of the gauging stations, including descriptors and
summaries of the observed MAF and the Q100, estimated from the observed data. The table also
summarises the simulated MAF and simulated Q100 from the RFFA approach and presents the Root
Mean Squared Error (RMSE). For many of the stations, the errors in estimating Q100 are in-line with
the typical errors found for national scale FF analysis in tropical regions, with RMSE values of around
0.4 (Smith et al., 2014). However, for some stations the errors are far larger, indicating that either the
RFFA has no skill in replicating observed extreme flows (Table 2), or there are errors in the observed
flows.
Further inspection of the observed data has revealed that at the tail end of the distribution, there
appear to be significant deficiencies in the observed data for many stations. More specifically, the
RFFA performs best in higher areas where flows are more confined, thus facilitating more accurate
flow measurement. In flat areas where extreme flows are far more difficult to quantify, the RFFA
performs worst. Closer inspection of these stations reveals that in many cases, the recorded extreme
discharges are simply not feasible, either owing to the nature of the catchment or in comparison to
other stations (also see previous section for common high flow measurement problems). For example,
a gauging station on the Monkey River recorded a mean annual flood value of 1695m 3/s and a Q100
of ~48000 m3/s; for a catchment with an upstream drainage area of only 722km², these data are clearly
erroneous. Therefore, drawing conclusions as to the performance of the RFFA, based on uncertain
observations was not possible.
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Table 2 - summary of the RFFA validation procedure. AAR= Annual average rainfall. MAF = Mean annual flood. Q100 = 100
year event. RMSE = Root mean squared error.
ID

River

Area
(km2)

AAR
(mm)

Years
data

mean flow
(m3/s)

Qmed

Obs
MAF

Sim
MAF

Q100

Sim100

Q100
RMSE

8901

Belize River

8724

1801

34

110

339

339

2119

550

6278

10.4

8902

Belize River

7560

1801

23

140

359

359

1935

407

5732

13.0

8903

Sibun River

949

2294

33

50.6

190

190

322

237

803

2.39

8906

Belize (Mopan)

3674

1500

33

45.0

248

249

827

532

2428

3.57

8908

Belize (Macal)

1491

1858

22

29.5

369.5

369.5

575

1669

2175

0.30

8911

North Stann Creek

108

2162

18

6.07

57.5

57.5

110

929

534

0.43

8913

Sittee River

414

2599

20

32.63

69.1

69.1

162

69

405

4.85

8914

Rio Grande

588

2656

30

33.1

180

180

255

302

636

1.10

8915

Moho River

212

3421

31

5.86

85.2

85.2

54

351

171

0.51

8917

Moho River

718

3131

27

36.78

110

110

278

128

693

4.43

8927

Rio Grande

241

2567

23

11.25

149

149

117

494

369

0.25

8933

Monkey River

417

2503

21

30.5

197

197

167

306

417

0.36

8934

Monkey River

722

2402

15

110.7

1695

1695

279

48860

695

0.99

Overall, for the stations in which the observed flows were judged to be reliable, the RFFA performance
is suitable for its application in the national scale hydrodynamic modelling framework. This conclusion
was reached as the errors for these stations are largely in keeping with the errors that are found when
conducting FF analysis at the national scale; national scale FF analyses are typically used for design
engineering purposes and in tropical regions have been found to return RMSE errors of around 0.4.
Moreover, for the stations in which the errors are larger, these errors are predominantly driven by
errors in the estimation of the MAF (Smith et al., 2014). The modelling framework uses the estimate
of the mean annual flood to scale the size of river channels. Therefore the model explicitly accounts
for errors in the estimation of the MAF (Sampson et al., 2014). This provides further confidence in the
use of the RFFA, as the model can directly account and compensate for many of the errors found in
this validation procedure.
Flow station comparison results can be divided into three groups.
(1)
RFFA is a reasonable fit (8908, 8911, 8915, 8927, 8933). The regional curve provides a
reasonable (within uncertainty estimates) fit to measured flows and the derived growth curve. Mainly
these are upper catchment stations, where flows are confined to river channel area, with limited
floodplains.
(2)
RFFA higher than measured (8901, 8902, 8903, 8906, 8913, 8914, 8917). This seems to be
related to measurement stations with very flat growth curves (unrealistically so – in some cases they
flatten to a plateau value). The assumption is that station stage discharge equations (SDE) are not
calibrated for high flows and therefore not providing a true estimate of out of bank flows, due to
bypass flow on floodplains around the gauging station.
(3)
RFFA lower than measured (8934). There is a suspicion of bridge afflux affecting some stations
due to the shape of growth curve, e.g. Monkey River (8934) rises to 9,000 cumecs flow for about four
events, when most peaks are below 2,000 cumecs. This seems physically unfeasible and this jump in
flows is often a common indicator of afflux (increased water levels) due to an obstruction that has not
been accounted for in the Stage Discharge Equation. There is evidence of this behaviour in a number
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of other stations, but they are also thought to suffer from bypass flow, which has a bigger effect on
their growth curve, so they are grouped under (2).
A more detailed account of the validation work carried out for each of the gauging stations is provided
below.

7.8.3 Individual Station Validation Details
Individual findings for each station are detailed below and illustrated in Figure 21 and Figure 22.
Station 8901 – Belize River [Area = 8724 km², MAF = 339 m³/s]
Station 8901, located on the Belize River, drains from the largest catchment area of all the stations
available. The RFFA significantly overestimates flood frequency (FF) as estimated by the observed
data. However the extreme flows do not seem feasible for a catchment of this size with a tropical
climatology. In comparison with the UK, the estimates of the mean annual flood (MAF) are smaller
than those found for a smaller catchment, the River Severn, which is also found in a far drier climate;
339 m³/s for the Belize River compared to 390 m³/s for the Severn, with the Belize river draining an
area 20% larger and receiving 225% of the annual average rainfall.
Indeed, inspection of a tributary (station 8908) located upstream reveals that there are far higher peak
flows (Q100 is > 3 times magnitude), for a catchment draining from a far smaller area. The results
suggest that there is some significant bypass flow around the station. Indeed, a review of the
topographical data and the study conducted by Kings et al. (1992) identifies a very large floodplain
area located near the station. Therefore it is likely that the true extreme flow magnitudes are far
higher than those reported at the station.
Station 8902 – Belize River [Area = 7560 km², MAF = 359 m³/s]
The narrative for this station is very similar to the previous station; RFFA significantly overestimates
the observed FF relationship, however the observed peak flows do not seem feasible. Upstream
stations have higher peak flows and the station itself is located in a large flood plain area, as identified
by Kings et al. (1992). From a modelling perspective, far higher flows would be required to replicate
the true wetting and draining of this flood plain area.
Station – 8903 Sibun River [Area = 949 km², MAF = 190 m³/s]
The RFFA overestimates the observed FF relationship. However the observed flows for this station are
displaying some dubious behaviour. The FF behaviour fitted to the observations is almost flat, aside
from a sharp tail at the end. The sharp tail may be indicative of flow behaviour representing local
features such as a bridge increasing water levels for higher flows. Whereas, the result that the Q100
estimated from the observed data is just 124% of the mean annual flood; this may be due to bypass
flow. The observed flows are therefore judged to be uncertain.
Station – 8906 Belize River (Mopan) [Area = 3674 km², MAF = 249 m³/s]
The RFFA overestimates flows for this station, in comparison to the fitted observed FF behaviour. The
observed FF behaviour again displays some surprisingly small flow magnitudes for a catchment of this
size and climate, and in comparison to some of the other stations (e.g. 8908, 8933, 8927). Problems
with fitting a FF distribution to this station are evidenced by the high uncertainty in the fitted
distribution. This is because the extreme flow behaviour is uncharacteristic of typical FF relationships.
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This station is located in a flat area with lakes nearby and significant bypass flow may occur at high
flows leading to an underestimate of true flows at the station.
Station – 8908 Belize (Macal) [Area = 1491 km², MAF = 369.5 m³/s]
The RFFA provides a good estimate of the observed FF at this station. FF behaviour is in-line with what
would be expected from a catchment of this nature. Analysis of the terrain data reveals that the
station is located in a valley, resulting in confined flows that will likely make high flow observation far
less problematic than in other stations. The Q100 estimated from observation is 1669m³/s and the
RFFA, 2175m³/s. This result, given the uncertainty in estimating the observed Q100, is as good as can
be realistically expected.
Station – 8911 North Stann Creek [Area = 108 km², MAF = 57.5 m³/s]
The RFFA provides a good estimate of the observed FF at this station, however, there is some
significant uncertainty in fitting the observed FF relationship. The extreme flow characteristics appear
to be in-line with what would be expected for this kind of catchment. Again Station 8911 is located in
a steeper area, likely resulting in confined flows enabling far more accurate high flow discharge
measurements.
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Figure 21 - Flood frequency of observed data vs flood frequency estimated by RFFA for the following stations: 8901, 8902, 8903, 8906, 8908 and 8911.
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Station 8913 – Sittee River [Area = 414km², MAF = 69.1 m³/s]
Recorded flows at this station are incorrect. Flows are capped, with almost all peak flows recorded as
70m³/s, indicating some maximum recorded level regardless of the actual river stage, perhaps the top
limit of a gauging board.
Station 8914 – Rio Grande [Area = 588 km², MAF = 180 m³/s]
The RFFA slightly over-estimates the observed FF relationship. However, comparison of the observed
flow data reveals that the peak data recorded at Station 8914 is lower than that recorded at 8927,
which is located upstream. Closer inspection of the data reveals that although the peaks are higher at
8927, higher flows are maintained over a longer period at 8914. The results suggest that there is some
bypass flood flows at Station 8914. Indeed, King et al., 1992 identifies the region as a flood plain that
floods annually. Therefore, actual peak flows at the station are likely higher than that suggested by
the observations.
Station 8915 – Moho River [Area = 212 km², MAF = 85 m³/s]
There is some underestimation of observed FF, largely owing to the MAF being underestimated. Given
that the shape of the flood frequency relationship is similar, with the MAF being the source of error,
the modelling framework will be able to compensate for this underestimation.
Station 8917 – Moho River [Area = 718 km², MAF = 110 m³/s]
Extreme flow behaviour at this station appears to be erroneous. The observed FF is very flat, indicating
that extreme flows are not being captured. Indeed the Q100 estimated for this station is less than half
that found for 8915, even though the previous station is located a short distance upstream. The RFFA
therefore estimates far higher flows.
Station 8927 – Rio Grande [Area = 241 km², MAF = 149 m³/s]
The RFFA underestimates flows at Station 8927. This underestimation occurs as a result of the MAF
being underestimated, with the FF behaviour being captured. The model framework will therefore be
able to compensate for this underestimation. It is also noted that the MAF is surprisingly high at this
station, in comparison with a nearby station 8914. The MAF at 8927 is comparable with that at 8914,
even though the catchment is around half the size. Q100 of the small 8927 catchment is also
significantly higher than that found at 8914, 302 m³/s versus 494 m³/s.
Station 8933 – Monkey River [Area = 417 km², MAF = 197 m³/s]
The RFFA provides a good estimate of observed discharge, although the tail of the RFFA distribution is
steeper than that of the observed. The RFFA is largely within the uncertainty bounds of the fitted
observed FF relationship.
Station 8934 – Monkey River [Area = 722 km², MAF = 1695 m³/s]
Extreme flows for this station are clearly wrong. An observed MAF of 1695 m³/s is recorded, with a
series of peaks at or above 9,000 m3/s; this is an order of magnitude greater than nearby stations. A
Q100 of 48860 m³/s is also estimated; this is simply not feasible for a catchment of this size. It is
thought that a bridge deck obstructs flows at high water levels, giving a sharp increase in water levels
as the water backs up behind the bridge. If this behaviour is not taken into account in the stage
discharge equation (used to calculate flows from levels) then the calculation will assume there is a
huge increase in flows to account for the increase in level, leading to a significant overestimation of
peak flow.
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Figure 22 - Flood frequency of observed data vs flood frequency estimated by RFFA for stations: 8913, 8914, 8915, 8917, 8927, 8933 and 8934.
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7.8.4 Assessment of local rainfall intensity data availability and quality
Data was collected from the Belize Government for all available rain gauging stations. A total of
approximately 55 stations were provided by the National Met Services. Mostly these were data at a
daily recording interval. Of these stations, only 7 had any shorter duration intensity data available
(Figure 23). This was for a period in the mid 1980s to 2000, but none are currently functional. The
longest historical rainfall intensity record was available for the airport with 15.7 years of data (19832002), the rest of the stations only have between 11 and 1 years of data. This intensity data was preprocessed to produce time series data for the extraction of maxima recorded rainfall intensities for a
range of durations. The following analysis refers only to the sub daily rainfall data from these 7 rain
gauges.
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Figure 23 – Belize Rainfall Gauges (showing those with intensity data), Annual Average Rainfall Contours (mm) from
WorldClim data (http://www.worldclim.org/)
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Maximum recorded intensity for given durations for the 7 available stations are shown in Figure 24,
together with IDF curves for 2, 10, 50 and 100 year return periods for Miami.

Figure 24 - Maximum rainfall intensities measured in Belize at 7 stations compared to Miami IDF relationships

A comparison with data from the Miami area was undertaken, as Miami receives a very similar amount
of rainfall annually as the best Belize station (by length of record) located at Belize airport, and it also
has a very similar hurricane incidence (Figure 25). Importantly, it also has a long time series of recorded
historical rainfall intensity data.
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Figure 25 – Hurricane Landfall in the Caribbean region. Original figure from
(http://www.umbc.edu/ges/student_projects/Geog480_HurricaneWebPage/LandFall.html)

IDF data for all of Florida has been made available via the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA- http://hdsc.nws.noaa.gov/hdsc/pfds/index.html). Consequently, this data can
be used as proxy data covering all of Belize, using the annual average rainfall across Belize to identify
the most suitable IDF relationships to be used from the US database. Therefore, by first confirming
that the IDF relationships estimated from Belize airport data could be suitably replicated using the
Miami IDF, the US IDF data could then be judged to be suitable as a proxy dataset for the whole of
Belize.
For some of the very short durations, 5 min and 10 min data is lower than expected and does not
follow the expected behaviour of higher intensity for shorter duration. On close inspection of the
records, this is likely to be because the recording device was overwhelmed at these high intensities,
owing to the measuring device being a tipping bucket gauge, and therefore missed the very high
intensity short duration events. Tipping bucket rain gauges are commonly used to record rainfall
intensity data. They collect the rain in a small bucket (cup sized) which tips when full. This data is then
summed for a set interval. If the rainfall intensity is greater than the rate at which the tipping bucket
can record data, then the device cannot measure the volume of rain, resulting in low or missing data.
Only two of the stations appear to have enough data for further investigation, PSWGIA01 and
TRDP0001. For durations between 15 min and 12 hours, the data for these two stations follows the
expected behaviour of higher intensities at shorter durations. For all other 5 stations with intensity
data, the magnitude of intensities recorded are quite low, due to their very short records not capturing
a big enough sample of high intensity events.
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For the application of IDF curves (or their counterpart DDF curves) to hazard analysis, an appropriate
rainfall duration relative to the scale of analysis is required. For example, if the site of interest is a
small urban area, then very short duration, high intensity events are generally the critical durations to
model. For larger scales, longer durations tend to be more important, as there is a bigger area and
therefore time needed for water to collect and cause flooding. At even bigger scales, when overland
flow from rainwater collects and begins to flow in rivers, this then becomes the domain of the fluvial
hazard modelling (already described in previous sections).
As part of the global methodology framework, which is applied here at the national scale for Belize, a
sensitivity analysis for a range of durations (1-24 hour) was undertaken to assess which event
durations generated the greatest flood hazard within the global model framework across a range of
climatic regions. In tropical and temperate regions, maximum hazard was found to occur during the
6 hour event; in arid and semi-arid regions, 1 or 2 hour events were found to generate maximum
hazard. As Belize has a tropical climate, the 6 hour event was selected for simulation. For the national
scale modelling of pluvial hazard reported here, the 6 hour duration rainfall event is modelled for the
same range of return periods; 10, 25, 50, 100, 250, 500, 1000 year, as those used for the fluvial hazard.
Previous sensitivity analysis of pluvial modelling with SRTM DEM data has shown that the 6 hour
duration is appropriate at the national scale when using SRTM DEM data.
Carrying out extreme value analysis (EVA) on the two stations (PSWGIA01 and TRDP0001) with the
longest time series provides intensities for given return periods. We carried out this analysis for 1 hr,
2hr, 6hr and 12 hr durations, as these are most relevant to the national scale modelling, as described
above. Results of the EVA analysis for 25 year and 100 year return periods are shown in Figure 26,
together with the maximum rainfalls recorded at those durations as well as the Miami curves.
The fitted EVA curves show the behaviour of data does not follow expected depth duration
relationships observed globally (i.e. steadily increasing rainfall depth with duration) for durations
longer than 60 minutes. This is most likely due to the fact that the longer the duration of interest that
we need to estimate intensities (or depth) for, then the longer the record we need to make a reliable
estimate, i.e. there is a bigger sample of 15 minute durations than there are 12 hour durations in a 10
year record.
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Figure 26 – Depth duration comparison for stations PSWGIA01 and TRDP0001 compared with Miami DDF curves.

Conclusions






There is insufficient rainfall intensity data (number of years or spatial extent) to be used for direct
input to national flood hazard assessment.
The data we do have is still useful to ensure the regional IDF curves applied across national scale
make sense, by direct comparison of rainfall intensities flows with the gauged data.
Using relationships from analogue countries, where climate conditions are similar, may provide a
useful approach, especially as we have some evidence from the local data that they may be
appropriate.
We would recommend a long-term reinstatement of rainfall intensity measurement at strategic
sites across the country to overcome the issues with data for hazard assessments such as this.

7.8.5 Comparison of Regional Model IDF curves to station curves
Estimates of extreme rainfall derived from local data are compared against the estimates produced
by the modelling framework. The regionalised Intensity Duration Frequency (IDF) curves used in Belize
are also compared to IDF relationships that have been derived in other similar climatic regions.
We compared the regional rainfall depth values to the two stations (PSWGIA01 and TRDP0001) and
Miami for the 60 minute (Figure 27) and 6 hour duration (Figure 28 ).
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Figure 27 - 60 minute duration values for regional model (RM), Belize stations (PSWGIA01 and TRDP0001) and Miami

The Belize Airport gauge (PSWGIA01) data is a good match to Miami for the 60 minute durations for
most of the range of return periods. The TRD (TRDP0001) gauge is a poor fit and shape, with the
increasing return period yielding a flattening of the curve rather than the normal increasing magnitude
with return period. While factors such as differences in location, elevation and distance from coast,
will affect how well the curves match, this would not result in such a distorted curve. The odd shape
is most likely due to the very short record length, resulting in a curve that does not follow normal
behaviour of increasing severity with increasing return period. A short time series will result in
insufficient data for the statistical extreme value analysis to provide robust return period magnitude
estimates for the curve (particularly at higher return periods). The regional model curves show the
expected curve shape but are a little lower in magnitude than Miami.
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Figure 28 – 6 hour duration values for regional model (RM), Belize stations (PSWGIA01 and TRDP0001) and Miami

For the 6 hour duration, both the PSWGIA01 and TRDP0001 gauges are a poor fit and shape, with the
increasing return period yielding a flattening of the curve rather than the normal increasing
magnitude.
Our conclusion is that the US IDF curves are a good proxy for Belize, allowing IDF curves with a spatially
varying component to be applied. We have also adjusted our regional model curves upwards slightly
to match this higher intensity in the Miami gauge.
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7.9 Comparison with existing flood information
7.9.1 King et al. (1992) study
The King et al. (1992) study contains an element of flood hazard information based on a
geomorphological assessment of rivers and floodplains. The actual methods used, criteria applied, as
well as metadata regarding the final categories, were not available for this study. However, we assume
that site visits were undertaken across wide parts of the country that probably identified flood
deposits and erosions evidence to infer historically active floodplain areas, and together with aerial
surveys provided some mapping of potential flood hazard. The NFHM visually compares reasonably
well with the study and identifies similar areas of hazard (Figure 29), but it is hard to objectively
compare the two datasets this way. It is possible to find some commonality for analytical comparison
(Table 3), if we make some broad assumptions about how the different datasets’ categories might be
related. For example, although classes between the two datasets are not exactly comparable, we can
assume the King’s swamp classes are analogous with the model coastal flood areas, as visually this
seems to be the case. The two datasets were reclassified into the five categories shown in Table 3. A
simpler two category analysis was also carried out, where all flood categories from the first analysis
were summed as wet or dry areas.
Table 3 - Kings flood categories and analogous national hazard mapping categories for comparison
Class*
1
2
3

Kings Flood hazard category
(FLOODRISK)
Annual or every few years risk (low
floodplain bench)
20-year risk (high floodplain bench)
Exceptional flood risk (1,000 year)

Analogues NFHM
category
1-in-5 year fluvial &
pluvial
1-in-20 year fluvial
& pluvial
1-in-1000 year
fluvial & pluvial

Five category
analysis
Annual or few
years

Simpler two
category analysis
Wet
Wet

20-year
Wet
1000-year

4

Savanna plain, saline plain

coastal flood cat 1-5

Swamp

Wet

4

Swamp or marsh forest
Swamp, mangrove, or swap with
mangrove
Very poorly drained (herbaceous
swamp, strand plain swale)

coastal flood cat 1-5

Swamp

Wet

coastal flood cat 1-5

Swamp

coastal flood cat 1-5

Swamp

4
4

Wet
Wet

No flood risk
0
No hazard
* Permanent waterbodies were excluded from the analysis

No hazard

Dry

A contingency table (or confusion matrix) analysis was carried out for both the full categories and
simpler categories to determine how the two datasets compared analytically, the results of which are
shown in Table 4, Table 5 and Table 6 respectively. Figure 30 visually shows the result from the two
category analysis, where it is easy to see where the two datasets agree and disagree.
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Figure 29 - NFHM visually compared with King et al 1992 study.
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Figure 30 - NFHM analytically compared with King et al. 1992 study, using two simple classes of flooded and not flooded.
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Table 4 - Contingency Table – values are in km2 (excludes permanent waterbodies)

Kings

NFHM
dry

5y

20y

1000y

cat5 coastal

dry

12,271

1,073

546

1,506

276

15,673

1-2y

741

336

143

316

110

1,646

20y

511

181

88

177

67

1,024

1000y

173

54

18

48

2

296

swamp

672

595

209

340

1,095

2,911

14,369

2,239

1,005

2,387

1,551

21,550

From the contingency table (Table 4) we determined that the overall agreement accuracy of the NFHM
compared with the Kings categories was 64%. This is a reasonably good fit, but of course is skewed
somewhat by the fact that large areas are not flooded and both the NFHM and Kings agree on this.
However, this is still important, as we do not want to be over predicting flooding. For the flooded
categories, the best matching category other than dry, is that of coastal/swamp, followed by the 1-2y
/ 5y flood. The values in the misclassified boxes (non-highlighted cells) show there is considerable
complication in which category from one dataset, matches a category from the other dataset. This is
perhaps one of the biggest difficulties of comparing two hazard outputs defined with two very
different methods and using different classes. Also there are added complications, as some flooded
areas have two hazard components in the NFHM. For example, some of the coastal flood hazard areas
from the NFHM are also correctly identified as fluvial and pluvial risk (see Figure 38), but this cannot
be included in this flattened analysis. Therefore for clarity we also analysed the simpler flooded/not
flooded categories (Table 5).
Table 5 – Binary wet/dry contingency table – values are in km2 (excludes permanent waterbodies)

kings

NFHM
dry

wet

dry

12,271

3,402

15,673

wet

2,097

3,779

5,877

14,369

7,181

21,550

Table 6 – Binary wet/dry contingency table – values are % of total area (excludes permanent waterbodies)

Kings

NFHM
dry

wet

dry

57%

16%

73%

wet

10%

18%

27%

67%

33%

100%

From this contingency table (Table 5) we determined that the overall agreement accuracy of the NFHM
compared with the Kings categories was 74%. Taking into account the possibility that some of this
agreement is by chance, we determined Cohen's Kappa which was 65%. These figures show a
reasonably good agreement between the two datasets, despite the uncertainty of how well the two
datasets’ categories should actually compare. Table 6 shows the same analysis as a percentage of the
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total area, and these show both models agree that 57% is dry (pale yellow areas in Figure 30) and 18%
wet (blue areas in Figure 30). The NFHM defines an additional 16% of area as wet/flooded that Kings
classifies as dry (red areas in Figure 30), while Kings defines an additional 10% of area as wet/flooded
that the NFHM classifies as dry (green areas in Figure 30).
Disagreement between the datasets could be due to error in either dataset (or even both!). Some
possible reasons for this are discussed below.
The red areas (NFHM flooded and Kings not) dominate in two main areas:
1. Smaller catchments and creeks/rivers. This is likely due to the Kings’ study missing these areas
because of the limited coverage detail possible with survey methods in 1992.
2. Flat areas in the north of the country. This could be due to errors in the SRTM DEM used in
the model leading to over-prediction of flooding in these areas. For example, over removal of
the vegetation in the DEM can occur when there has been vegetation clearance between
when the dates when the vegetation height map and the original SRTM survey was
undertaken. These areas may also have had less attention in the original Kings’ survey leading
to under identification of potential flood plain areas. In Kings, the floodplains are defined using
classic low and high river terrace benches and these can be hard to identify in low flat rivers
where the bench edges will be much more uncertain.
The green areas (Kings flooded and NFHM not) dominate in two main areas:
1. Main Belize River valley. Here the Kings’ study may be over identifying the extent of the
floodplain by including all previous geological evidence of where a river has been in the past,
rather than where it is now. It could also partially be due to the incomplete removal of
vegetation in these areas from the SRTM based model DEM.
2. South eastern coastal rivers. The reasons in these areas are similar to those discussed for the
Belize River valley. However, it is worth pointing out that these rivers also drain off the Maya
Mountains and consist of steep, high velocity rivers, which rapidly flatten out when they arrive
at the coast. Figure 31 shows a 3D visualisation of the Monkey River to illustrate this. This drop
in velocity means the high sediment loads are rapidly deposited in the coastal plains section
of the channel and if the river blocks its own channel, it can lead to an avulsion where the
river leaves its channel and creates another path to the coast. There seems to be evidence of
this along this coast and this is identified in the Kings’ assessment. It should be noted that the
NFHM does not include this mechanism, or sediment transport, and so will only show the
flood hazard with conditions as they are now. These areas could be treated as another
specialised class of risk and shows how information from many alternative source can provide
a more holistic understanding of the flood hazard.
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Figure 31 - NFHM compared with King et al. (1992) – 3D Visualisation of Monkey River area on the South East coast of
Belize (vertical exaggeration x10).

7.9.2 Landsat observation of October 2008 (Meerman)
A visual comparison of the fluvial results was undertaken with the flood extent derived from a Landsat
image of the October 2008 event by Meerman (Figure 32). This shows broadly similar flood areas to
the NFHM. There is some concern that vegetation will mask some of the flood extent on the Landsat
image (optical imaging cannot see through trees), therefore underestimating the actual flood extent.
Nonetheless, it still provides a useful large scale event with observed data for comparison purposes.
Comparing observed flood extents to a national flood hazard map is not straightforward as the NFHM
maps the same probability hazard across the country, but of course this does not occur in all places
simultaneously. So for an analytical comparison, we can compare the NFHM only for the observed
flooded areas and examine what the flood extent was classified as in the NFHM. The results are shown
in Table 7 and demonstrate a good prediction of the hazard from the 2008 event, with 88% of the
observed flooding classified as flood hazard areas within the NFHM. Missed areas, the 12% observed
as wet but not classified as wet in the NFHM, are scattered pockets and seem to relate to the errors
in the SRTM DEM in low lying areas and a few pockets of urban areas maybe incorrectly classified as
flood in the Landsat results.
Table 7 - October 2008 Landsat flooded area – comparison with NFHM

NFHM

Landsat
area
km
%

2

dry

5y

20y

1000y

cat5
coastal

waterbodies

total

230

458

143

208

638

233

1909

12%

24%

7%

11%

33%

12%

100%
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Figure 32 - NFHM compared with Oct 2008 Landsat flood classification (Meerman).
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7.9.3 NEMO DANA reports
Comparison of the NFHM was also made with the Belize National Emergency Management (NEMO)
Organization’s Damage Assessment and Needs Analysis Reports (DANA), as these contain valuable
records of past flood experiences in Belize. These reports also contain many aerial pictures of
flooding that are useful for direct comparison with the NFHM. The NFHM compared well with the
verbal descriptions and aerial photographs in the reports and some direct comparisons are
illustrated in Figure 33.

(a) Burrell Boom, Northern Highway: Tropical Depression No.16,
October 2008

(b) Crooked Tree Causeway: Tropical Depression No.16, October
2008

(c)Price George Highway - Mount Pleasant Creek: Provided by
Belize Chief Engineer Irvine Thimbriel

(d) Kendal Bridge destroyed: Tropical Storm Arthur, June 2008

Figure 33 – NFHM compared with Aerial photos of flooding from NEMO DANA reports

7.9.4 Belize Flooding, 16-19 October 2015
In mid-October 2015, during the implementation of this project, there were significant floods in
Belize City. This was an opportunity to see what information could be recorded or captured from the
event in order to better understand some of the challenges that floods present to the people of
Belize.
On Sunday, October 18th 2015, BMG: The National Emergency Management Organization (NEMO)
issued a press release in the morning to inform the general public that an area of low pressure
moving away from Belize, would continue to bring heavy rainfall across the country and Belize City in
particular.
Comments were elicited from officials and other interested parties, to see what could be captured
from the event and these very useful comments are recorded below, although no geospatial data
was collected on the floods as far as we know:
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Andrew Wade, NEMO Belmopan: All Belize City flooded from mile 3.5 western highway to mile 4 on
northern highway with ~ 2.5 ft of water. Areas with worst flooding 2.5- 3ft of water: South side of
Belize City e.g. Antelope Street, Jane Usher Blvd extension (we visited during our excursion), Collet
Area, Farber’s Road and Port Loyola. Northern Belize City e.g. Bellama Phase 3 and Phase 4.
Highways themselves covered by 2.5ft water, keep in mind that homes along these roads are not
elevated like the roads are.
Kevin Pollard, NEMO Belize District Coordinator, worked along with the Belize City Council during
the floods: Rains started Thursday evening (15th) but not noteworthy. Friday night (16th) the heaviest
rains started and lasted until Sunday (18th). Monday (19th) the rains stopped and waters receded
after just a few hours. Except in the Farber’s Road area, the floods did not start receding until
Wednesday (21st) and gone between Thursday (22nd) and Friday (23rd). Kevin Pollard’s questions the
relative contribution from inland versus coastal flooding. In October, the area of the Esso Depot
(visited on excursion) in Belize City which is right on the coast, had only 1 ft of water while further
inland, Farbers Road/Western Highway, had 4 ft. of water. It was the reverse for Hurricane Richard.
On average Belize City had 3ft of flood waters but Farbers Road area had about 4ft.
Jan Meerman, Director of Belize Environmental Consultancies Ltd.: Belize City as a whole is a flood
prone problem area. City requires better management of drainage (seen from the Northern
Highway, all drainage canals seem clogged up with debris) and possibly a review required of the
benefit or worsening of the drainage situation as caused by the street upgrading program.
Another good source of information are Media reports, and Breaking News Belize are very good in
this regard, collecting readers’ photos of the floods and publishing these. Figure 34 shows an
example photo from the flooding, but readers are encouraged to visit www.breakingbelizenews.com
for more examples.
Finally, the possibility of recording flood extents with freely available remote sensing was explored
for the event. Optical sensors (e.g. Landsat and MODIS) were either incorrectly timed and/or
suffered from cloud cover obscuring the view and limited resolution issues (for the scale of Belize
City). There was one radar image available from the new Sentinel-1A satellite
(https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/#/home) and this was processed with the SNAP software to
show water/flooding (blue) on top of Google Earth in Figure 35. Unfortunately this image was
captured on Wednesday morning (21/10/2015) when flood waters had started to recede, so only
shows a few remaining wet areas.

Figure 34 – Flooding in Belize City October 2015 (© 2015, www.breakingbelizenews.com)
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Figure 35 –Sentinel-1A image captured 21/10/2015. Processed for water in blue and overlaid on google maps

This experiment in collecting information from an event shows that there is real value in collecting
this information in order to better understand flood events. For example, the contrast highlighted by
Kevin Pollard with Hurricane Richard illustrates that the flood mechanisms for the two events are
different. In Hurricane Richard, there was a storm surge, which brought higher flood levels at the
coast, whereas for this event it seems to have been predominantly a case of slow drainage of large
quantities of rainfall to the coastal outlets. Improved drainage and management of existing drainage
would certainly improve this situation and reduce the severity of impact, but is unlikely to be able to
remove the problem completely, as the very shallow gradients in the area are ineffective at draining
the large quantities of water to the coast. In similar conditions, in other locations around the world,
the drainage systems include significant pumped drainage capacity to speed up removal of flood
water. Although this is of course expensive and even then, is not always successful (e.g. Bangkok
City, 2011), Belize Government officials are encouraged to continue collecting information on flood
events on an ongoing basis in order to allow appropriate solutions and approaches to be developed,
based on evidence of specific flood mechanisms.
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8 Results Output: Format, limitations and sensitivity
8.1 Return periods/categories
Output is provided at 5, 10, 20, 50, 75, 100, 200, 250, 500, 1000 year Return Periods.

8.2 Definition of scenarios and meaningfulness of statistics
There is a large uncertainty in flows and DEM without good local data, and even with good local data,
there are still huge uncertainties above 25 year return periods. Flow uncertainty increases with
increasing return period but flood extent uncertainty reduces for bigger events as they become valley
filling (Note: water depth will still increase even if area does not). Results from a range of return
periods can provide a sense of how sensitive the results are, by showing where there are threshold
changes and where large areas may be exposed at higher return periods (Figure 36), we just can’t be
exactly sure it will be at that particular return period. See Section 8.3.3 for further sensitivity
discussion.

Figure 36 – Examples of 10 year RP and 100 year RP flood extents indicating a threshold change in flood across the road
area.

8.3 Limitations
8.3.1 Topography (Digital Elevation Model)
The SRTM DEM representation of the topography is one of the biggest limitations for the Belize hazard
map. Whilst we get reasonable results at the national scale, this coarse scale DEM is the main reason
that prevents a more detailed scale of application. The issues related to the SRTM DEM and its
processing are discussed in detail in Sections 5.2 and 7.6.
For the coastal hazard, the spatial variation of storm surge amplitude may be too simple. In addition,
the results of the coastal hazard modelling will be particularly sensitive to SRTM errors as it is mainly
flat vegetated coastline.
The DEM uncertainty (or error) and the scale of the modelling are particularly important for modelled
flood depths. It results in more uncertainty in flood depth over flood extent due to the large vertical
error in the DEM.
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8.3.2 Modelling approach to structures
Some structures/constructs with a topographical component may be implicitly incorporated in the
DEM, e.g. large embankments.
The capacity of culverts and bridges is assumed to be the same as the bank full capacity of the
watercourse that is being crossed, i.e. the model allows stream capacity flow through the road
structure, and are not otherwise explicitly included, as this would require considerable topographical
survey detail to build correctly into the model. It would also rely on the surveyed detail to be to the
same datum as the SRTM DEM.
For dams, we have no knowledge of the operating rules and assume they are full in extreme events.
Therefore, they will overflow as if they have no storage capacity. The Belize hazard maps do not
include extreme flood risk due to dam failure. From previous reports and our understanding of
extreme events in Belize, this risk should not be underestimated for the three hydroelectric dams on
the Macal River.
The model assumes that there are no defence structures. According to the Belize National Land Use
Policy for Land Resource Development, 2011, there are no flood defences of note in Belize.

8.3.3 Sensitivity/uncertainty Analysis
Uncertainty in ungauged flow inputs is a limitation of the regional modelling approach. This was tested
with an explicit sensitivity test, given the known uncertainty in the regional approach. The analysis
was conducted by varying the fluvial river flows that are generated for the regional flood frequency
analysis (RFFA). Aside from the uncertainty in the terrain data, which cannot be overcome at this stage,
the estimation of extreme discharge values represents one of the primary sources of uncertainty in
the modelling framework. The RFFA used to drive the model is described by Smith et al. (2015). Along
with the method for deriving extreme discharge, the paper also presented the standard errors found
when applying the RFFA to estimate extreme discharge across a number of climate zones. For tropical
climates, such as in Belize, the standard error found in the 1-in-100 year event was around 70%.
Therefore, a sensitivity analysis was undertaken by varying the estimated 1-in-100 year flows by -70
and +70%. The results on the predicted fluvial flood hazard are shown in Figure 37. Flooded area from
the standard model flow is 2,178 km2. The flooded area from the 70% lower flow is 1,337 km2 (61% of
standard) and from the higher flow 2,421 km2 (111% of standard). From this we can see that the results
are only moderately sensitive to flow sensitivity, probably as the 1-in-100 year event already
represents a fairly major flood, which will fill normal floodplains and only show increased flooding in
flatter areas in the coastal floodplains. This is supported by the fact that the flooded area from the
lower flow is actual quite a lot less (-39%) than that from the standard, whereas the flooded area from
the higher flow is only moderately higher (+11%) than the area from the standard. This means that
the model will be most sensitive at the lower return periods where floods are not necessarily valley
filling events.
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Figure 37 – Results of flow variation sensitivity test (+-70%) on 1-in-100 year fluvial flood hazard for Belize. Blue colour
shows the flood hazard from the standard model flows. Red colour shows extra areas flooded at higher flows (+70%) and
purple shows smaller areas flooded at lower flows (-70%)
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8.3.4 Pluvial speckle and hazard type overlap
Inclusion of pluvial hazard derived from rain on grid modelling (rather than fluvial river modelling)
can produce a lot of speckle (small dots of flooded area seen in Figure 38) when using the SRTM
DEM due to the small pits in the DEM from random noise error. This makes the pluvial results more
uncertain than the fluvial. However, because the pluvial modelling operates at a smaller scale than
the fluvial, it captures many of the smaller watercourses that the fluvial modelling does not cover
and is the only hazard output that captures many of the locations highlighted in discussion with the
Chief Engineer of Belize (Irvine Thimbriel). For example, Price George Highway - Mount Pleasant
Creek flooding is only captured by the pluvial hazard output (see Figure 33c). This means that even
though it may have a few false positives because of DEM error, in regions like Belize with high
intensity rainfall, it is worth considering the pluvial hazard in flood risk analyses.
Figure 38 also shows how some areas will be at risk from multiple flood hazards, for example the
coastal area can be subject to pluvial, fluvial, and storm surge hazards and it may be necessary to
consider this in flood risk assessments.

Figure 38 – Belize City Coastal area. Pluvial speckle and overlapping flood hazards

8.4 Application of hazard maps and scale issues
The potential for uses and applications of the flood hazard data and derived maps are significant.
Table 8 shows a list of potential users or stakeholders that may be interested in using or at least
being aware of the flood hazard output. Also listed are some examples of what kind of applications
they may use the data for in terms of information, planning activities or specific actions. Please note
that while detailed, this list is not exhaustive and is merely intended as a guide.
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Table 8 – Applications and Stakeholders of NFHM

Stakeholder

Information

Planning

Action

Flood awareness

Informed choices in house
purchase? (general area
rather than individual
property level)

Community engagement
and general area response
to flood warnings

National and local
government
planning

Preparedness and
resilience investment
needs. National view
of most likely risk

Identify new flood defence
and warning schemes.
Planning zone definitions.

Commission specific
detailed studies in high risk
areas/catchments

National and local
government
infrastructure

Avoidance areas for
new infrastructure.
Asset Management
scenarios

Identify assets at highest risk
and mitigation investment
required. Investment in
assets where economic
damage is greatest

Locating and targeting post
event repairs. Identify and
target maintenance
investment

General Public

National natural
resources
monitoring
agencies
National
emergency
management

Sensitive regions and
locations or river
reaches

Install new monitoring and
flood warning systems.
Collect long term flood
records.

Flood hazard
communication

Identify new information,
(data collection) needs e.g.
gauging stations.
General location areas of
evacuation centres and
routes (not exact locations)

Commercial
concerns (e.g.
agriculture)

Exposure of existing
assets

Identify less risky locations
for investment

Invest in local
protection/preparedness

Academia and
consultancy

Areas and
mechanisms to study
further

Targeted research proposals.
New data collection

Study, analyse, and publish
findings relevant to flood
risk.

Insurance

Exposure of portfolio
(customers)

New markets or tailored
insurance products to risk

Set premiums relative to risk

Targeting event/incident
response areas

As there are limitations in the accuracy and detail level (resolution) of the flood hazard modelling
input data and methods, so there are limitations in the usability of the results. This usability is
strongly tied to scale. We use the scale here to refer to the size of something in terms of plan area
(or floor area). We can relate this area to the modelling resolution and output detail in order to
make a judgement of how appropriate the use of the output is for a specific task, such as assessing
flood risk for a city. The underlying accuracy of the model output is highest at an area scale of
greater than 1 km2 as fluvial calculations are undertaken at ~1 km2 because resampling the DEM to a
1 km resolution reduces vertical error. Even though the results are resampled back to the native
DEM resolution of ~90 m, it is really only reliable at 1 km2 (see sections 6.1 and 7.6). For Belize, we
assessed the range of area sizes for a number of application topics of interest for which the NFHM
might be used for. These topics and the suitability of application of the NFHM and its limitations are
summarised in Table 9 and plotted against usability ranges in Figure 39. To further illustrate the
scale of the results, Figure 40 shows the 100 m2 hazard output overlaid on an aerial view of some
roads and houses.
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Table 9 – Application topics, scales and limitations of NFHM
Application
Topic
National

Regional areas

Catchment

District

Settlements

Application
of NFHM

Suitability

22,966

Yes

National risk assessment

10-6,067

Yes

Identifying areas with natural
vulnerability to flood, deepest and
most frequently.

1,9425,299

Yes

Identifying which districts are at
risk, or have the most risk.

Should represent a good assessment of
hazard at a district scale.

Limitations
Should represent a good assessment of
hazard at a national scale
Good assessment of hazard at catchment
scales, accuracy will reduce for smaller
catchments and sub-catchments. Dynamics
of flooding not captured in output as not
event based output.

Enumeration
Area

0.01 –
1,985

Only largest

Identifying which EAs are at risk,
or have the most risk.

EAs are sized to have approximately the
same number of people in each unit
therefore in densely urban areas some of
the EAs are very small i.e. 360 out of 681 are
< 1km2. Larger EAs could be assessed on
their own, but smaller EAs would require
combining with neighbouring small EAs to
meet the minimum application scale of
1km2

Settlements

0.01-22

Only largest

Identifying which settlements are
at risk, or have the most risk.

All cities, some towns but not villages. See
breakdown of settlements below.

Yes

Identifying which cites are at risk,
or have the most risk. Can also be
used to identify which parts of a
city are at most risk.

Cities in low lying flat areas (e.g. Belize City)
may not show full risk due to urban
artefacts in the underlying SRTM DEM
topography.

As above, also towns below 1km2 may not
represent full risk.
Not ideal at this scale and best not used for
individual villages.

City

Infrastructure

Size range
(km2)

5.05-22

Town

1-4.58

Only largest

Identifying which towns are at
risk, or have the most risk. Can
also be used to identify which
parts of a town are at most risk.

Village

0.01-0.99

NO

-

Road

Linear
feature.
Width
~10-20 m,
length 1
km +

Limited to
planning

Can be used for route planning
and avoidance of obviously
hazardous areas or identify the
requirement for more detailed
flood study. Also national and
district level exposure and risk
assessment of linear length of
roads intersecting with hazard.

Not to be used for road infrastructure
design. This would require a detailed
hydraulic assessment with accurate DEM.

~10-20m

Limited to
planning

Identification of Bridges and
culverts that might require
appraisal for capacity issues and
design. Not a design tool!

Not to be used for bridge or culvert
infrastructure design. This would require a
detailed hydraulic assessment with accurate
DEM.

~1+

Limited to
planning

Identification of estates that may
require further detailed
assessment or planning zone
control.

Only a general assessment of whether a
location is exposed to a hazard or not and
the proximity to the hazard is possible at
this scale. Quantifying risk may be not be
possible with any accuracy.

~0.5+

Limited to
planning

Identification of fields that may
require further detailed
assessment.

Only a general assessment of whether a
location is exposed to a hazard or not and
the proximity to the hazard is possible at
this scale. Quantifying risk may be not be
possible with any accuracy.

~10x10m

NO

-

Not ideal at this scale and best not used for
individual buildings

Bridgesculverts

Industrial or
housing
estate

Agricultural
fields

Buildings
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Figure 39 – Belize NFHM application scales plot. Note Y-axis is in log form. Suggested suitability of the NFHM is shown in
four ranges: “1: Ideal to use” (> 10 km2); “2: OK to use” (1 - 10 km2); “3: Best not use” (0.1 - 1 km2); to “4: Do not use” (<0.1
km2). Application subjects are grouped into: (a) regions; (b) breakdown of settlements into groups; and (c) infrastructure.
Analysis of data for subjects from Belize provides the box plot, where: Red bar indicates median value; blue box is data
quartiles; and dotted line with black whiskers is the full range of measured values.

Figure 40 – Belize NFHM scale illustration. Note the coloured squares are model hazard category output at 100m2.
Individual houses can be seen, but given the limitations of the output, it cannot be said with exact certainty that any given
house (especially on the edge of the floodplain) may be flooded or not. However, the view shown is just over a 1 km 2 in
area, and we can be certain there is a hazard in this area, so limitations in further development in this area would be
prudent.
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8.4.1 Summary of Application and Limitations
This national flood hazard output data and any derived maps should be considered indicative and is
intended only for guidance. It cannot be used to provide details for individual properties or
engineering design of structures.
The flood extent hazard boundaries shown are generated using a national scale hydraulic model of
the river network and surrounding topography. Major limitations exist at a local scale due to the
coarse resolution (~90 m) and noise error of the current “best” digital elevation data available
(Shuttle Radar Topography Mission). The elevation data has been corrected for vegetation and
urban areas, but at a resolution of ~250 m, resulting in some residual artefacts which affect the
quality of the results. The NFHM represents the current best available output given these data
constraints.
Higher return periods indicate less probable but more extreme flooding. The NFHM does not show
results for a particular event but is a combined output showing hazard for all areas with a defined
probability of occurrence.
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